Michael Fugler Interviews Inland Private
Capital for InterlinkedTV at REISA, San Diego
San Diego, CA, May 18, 2014, Michael Fugler interviewed Inland
Private Capital Corporation for InterlinkedTV at REISA in San Diego,
California.
Inland granted an exclusive interview for InterlinkedTV during the REISA Spring
Symposium at San Diego.
Interlinked President & CEO, Delray Wannemacher, announced that InterlinkedTV was
chosen as Media Sponsor for the REISA Spring Symposium at San Diego. As a Media
Sponsor, InterlinkedTV conducted exclusive interviews at the REISA Spring
Symposium.
Delray Wannemacher stated, "We were honored to be a media partner of REISA at this
amazing event. Don't miss these exclusive interviews available only on InterlinkedTV."
Keith Lampi, Chief Operating Officer of Inland Private Capital Corporation, and Brian
Conlon, CEO of Inland Securities Corporation granted an exclusive interview for Media
Sponsor, InterlinkedTV, during the recent REISA Spring Symposium at San Diego.
Mr. Conlon stated, “Michael did a great job during our interview to explain to the
viewers, using his well refined, seamless interview process, the difference between
Inland Securities Corporation and Inland Private Capital Corporation, which was one of
our main objectives. It helps that Michael is an expert in financial services to know what
questions to ask when.”
The interview was conducted by host Michael Fugler who stated, “Inland has been
around for decades and is very diversified in its real estate offerings, having top
management for the interview gave viewers a deep inside peak at the diversification of
its sectors and the quality of its management.”
Inland Real Estate is an investment company founded by 4 school teachers in 1968.
Over 45 years old at this point, they now have over 1,500 associates that focus on
adding value to real estate through asset management, property management and
financing. Inland does this in 6 different sectors of real estate: office, industrial,
multifamily, retail, student housing and hotels. Over the last 45 years Inland has
acquired, managed or disposed of over 40 billion dollars worth of real estate.
Michael Fugler, Chairman, EURO Financial Network, Inc.
Mr. Fugler is a global expert and speaker on Entrepreneurship, an Attorney, Investment
Banker, Coach and Consultant who has spent a significant part of his career providing
Michael Fugler
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extensive consulting and guidance to institutional investors throughout Europe, the USA
and Asia.
Today Mr. Fugler focuses on helping entrepreneurs build companies and searches to
discover the next successful entrepreneurs, inventors, businesspersons, dreamers,
promoters, creators and innovators.
Mr. Fugler is a successful entrepreneur as well as a recognized global expert and
speaker on Entrepreneurship, delivering education, training and demonstration
workshops on how to go from an idea on a “Napkin to Stock Exchange”™ listing, and all
the steps in between. He has developed the Business Mastery System for
Entrepreneurs, teaching how to find and raise capital from around the world. Through
his mastermind groups, boot camps, seminars, webinars, panels, numerous speaking
engagements and public appearances, Michael gives an overview of the vision and the
knowledge, which will give you a clearer understanding of how to develop your "Master
Plan" using technology and social media in shaping client acquisitions and relationships
in this new economy and our changing world.
Mr. Fugler has been a licensed Attorney for 42 years, developing an expertise in
international law and finance, international investments and merchant banking. He has
also been an Investment Banker for the past 18 years being FINRA registered with
Series 7, 24, 63, 79 and 99 licenses and establishing offices and providing extensive
consulting and guidance to institutional investors throughout Europe, the USA and Asia.
Mr. Fugler has extensive experience in radio and television, including many years at
ABC affiliates scripting and hosting the weekly television features “Consumers and the
Law” and “Today’s Law”; serving on the Executive Committee and as a television
regional cohost of the Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon for many years; scripting and hosting
the weekly radio program on Clear Channel “The Weekly Legal Advisor” as well as
syndicated appearances on King Radio; appearances on Financial News Network’s
“Business in the Morning” program; and special appearances throughout the country on
various radio and TV programs. He is currently the host for InterlinkedTV and frequently
is requested to interview America’s top up and coming financial movers and shakers.
interlinkedTV
interlinkedTV is an internet video production and distribution site dedicated to
entrepreneurs and investors. They feature education, public and private companies,
venture capital news, and investment events. Their content is exclusive and cannot be
found anywhere else. interlinkedTV gives their members and viewers a unique chance
to meet the CEOs and executives of high growth companies.
Interlinked is a global investment community of investors, emerging growth companies,
and resource partners. Interlinked offers an efficient way for companies to maximize
exposure and access a private network of funding sources and verified service
providers. For investors, Interlinked provides a secure environment to find, vet and
engage companies, and communicate with members. Interlinked gives members
exclusive access to a proprietary investment platform, which integrates virtual data
rooms, video news, a service provider marketplace, an event directory, and customized
marketing services, including email marketing, video production, public relations and
more. For more information, visit: http://www.interlinked.com/.
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